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2Outline
 Review of fishway standard development in Germany
 Main aspects of the new Standard DWA-M 509 
„Upstream Fishways And Hydraulic Structures Passable For 
Fish“
(„Fischaufstiegsanlagen und fischpassierbare Bauwerke“)
 New classification of fishways for upstream passage
 General requirements of fishways
 New design philosophy
 Quality assurance
 Monitoring
 Summary
3Review of fishway standard development in Germany
 Former Standard 18 years old. 
 Research and (field) monitoring have
significantly increased understanding of 
fish behavior and movements, and 
efficiency of fishways.
 Important aspects were not adequately
described, e.g. location of fishways, 
position of fishway entrance
 Lack of exact geometric and hydraulic
design criteria to ensure attraction and 
passage of fish (all species, sizes/ life
stages and swimming performance)
 No testimony on passage of hydraulic
structures (e.g. flood retention basins, 
culverts, tidal sluices etc.)
 Unintentional preference towards
nature-like fishways
… and an alleged Hungarian pirate copy (2007)
4New classification of fishways for upstream passage
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5General requirements of fish passage structures
Operation time
•  300 d/a
Passage
• Migration corridor
• Geometry:
water depth
channel/ pool size
slots
• Hydraulics:
flow velocity
turbulence
Attraction
• Large-scale
location
• Entrance position
• Attraction flow:
volume/ flow impulse
angle
flow velocity
Photo: FWT
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Requiments of fishways (DWA-M 509 amended acc. to Clay and Thorncraft & Harris):
A fishway is a water passage around or through an obstruction that is found by all fish over a 
prolonged time of a year without excessive delay and energy loss, and designed to provide 
hydraulic conditions suitable for fish to pass the obstruction into the headwater without undue 
stress or injury.
7Attraction
DWA-Themen „Funktionskontrolle von 
Fischaufstiegsanlagen…“ (2006)
 review of 212 monitoring reports/ papers
(published and grey literature)
 only ~1/3 of reports included information on 
fishway location and entrance position in order to
assess fishway attraction
 of n=196 fishways assessed retrospectively 47% 
were seriously wrong located (not category B)
 only 15 % of the fishways/ entrances were well
placed
 in most occasions the entrance is placed too far
away from the barrier (forms cul-de-sac)
Noonan et al. (2011)
 of 65 reports/ papers only n=12 were evaluable
as to attraction efficiency (  𝑥 = 65,1%), and n=11 
as to entrance location efficiency (  𝑥 = 39,6%)
8Attraction – large-scale location
Photo: Ruhrverband
Main factors:
 Site without hydropower ( Fishway usually on undercut bank)
 Site with hydropower (run-of-the-river/ diversion plant)
Tailrace
Diversion reach
9Attraction – entrance position
wrong
Entrances into
collection gallery
correct
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Photo: Städtler
Attraction – retrofit
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Attraction – attraction flow
 Essential: Flow impulse = flow velocity x volume
 Attraction is better the more attraction flow compared to competing/ total flow
 Recommendations:
1 - 5% of competing flow (according to Larinier et al.)
NMFS: 5 - 10% of fish passage design high flow (Q95 during migration periods)
First test run of Harkortsee fishway
Photo: Ruhrverband
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Passage
Geometry/ migration corridor
Migration corridor? 
Where? How deep? 
How wide?
Dimensions?
Hydraulics
Flow? Drop 
height?
Turbulence?
vmax?
Photo: IfaÖ
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Passage – threshold values
smin = 3 x WFisch
 Geometric criteria based on orientation mechanism, total length and body size/ 
proportion of adults of the largest prevailing or target species
Geometry Hydraulics
Photo: Stemmer
 Hydraulic criteria based on river zones model of Huet (i.e. typical distribution of species
along a river in Central Europe), performance of weakest prevailing or target species
as well as swimming mode. 
Figure: Göhl
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Passage – threshold values
Geometry Hydraulics
Theshold values: Velocity in pool- & channel-type fishways
Theshold value: Turbulence
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New design philosophy: threshold & design values
 material variations
 type-specific tolerances (nature-like 
vs. technical)
 hydraulic uncertainties
 operational aspects
Design
Field measurement
Threshold value
reached
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Examples Sv = 0.95 
Sg= 1.0
Sp = 0.9
Sb = 0.95
Sv= 0.85 
Sg= 0.9
Sp = 0.9
Sb = 0.9
Sv= 0.8 
Sg= 1.0
Sp = 0.9
Sb = 0.95
Vertical Slot Roughened channel Denil pass
Safety factors:
 Sv: Hydraulic uncertainties (e.g. friction coefficients)
 Sg: Material variations (concrete, rock …)
 Sp: Turbulence (and velocity pattern)
 Sb: Operational aspects (e.g. debris, maintenance intervals)
Velocity: vdesign = Sv x Sb x vcrit
Turbulence: PD,bem = Sp x PD,crit
Geometric design values: Threshold value/Sg
Photo: Krüger
New design philosophy: threshold & design values
Photo: Krüger
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Quality assurance concept
Rationale:
 ensure all criteria are met that are
decisive for efficiency of a fishway
(attraction & passage)
 during all phases, i.e. design, 
construction & operation
Goals:
 process to support design and 
inauguration
 transparency for all stakeholders
involved
 quality assurance & management
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Monitoring
 biological monitoring usually (only) conducted post
construction, i.e. too late
 many (technical) deficits cannot be / are not resolved post
construction
 conventional monitoring with traps (fish counts) at exit is not 
suitable to assess overall efficiency (attraction & passage) 
 QA process to ensure all criteria are met
 Additional technical monitoring during construction & operation
Biological monitoring is useful:
 if assessment of attraction is limited or impossible (e.g. due to
hydraulics or topography) based on technical criteria;
 if deviation from design criteria is unavoidable;
 for special ecological assessments (of certain design criteria), 
e.g. fishway operation optimization;
 for R&D purposes.
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Summary: What‘s new in DWA-M 509?
 philosophy: „fishway design must be based on the fish one intends to 
guide“ (Gerhard, 1912)
 established geometric und hydraulic threshold values based
on body size/ proportions and swimming performance
 introduced new design concept: threshold & design values
 initiated QA process – biological monitoring is only required
in principle, if design criteria are not complied with (reduced
monitoring effort in standard projects/ locations)
 assessed new fishway structures, e.g. Round Vertical Slot 
Fishway, Bristle-type Fishway
 regarded various hydraulic structures passable for fish
 considered regional features (e.g. dry Eastern Germany)
 made clear that nature-like fishways do not function better
per se than technical fishways 
 included information on costs and OPEX
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http://theobjectworks.com
Ideas for funding of English translation
are most welcome !!!
